BEAVER BRAWN

Most important of all sports events at Technology this week was the Olympic fencing competition, an event which the Engineers must enjoy from the spectator's point of view, rather than that of the competitor. It will give all its former fans, a boost in number of fans, a chance to see the real deeds.

Other events find little publicity by comparison, for our newest basketball team hasn't a real game. The maneuvers are scheduled to meet an indifferent team from Lowell Textile. They should have no great difficulty in taking another victory.

Mickey also has a gun this season, with Arbour. That is all the quiet that the Engineers should rate this season. Not of notice in the Fencers aggregation, who have been pushing them all over this season, the Beaver twelve among the others, a successful senior to date, but there remains a good chance of an upset in the game with Yale this week.

Old Lady Luck, or whatever it is that has forgotten the Engineer teams, was as usual missing last Saturday evening when their backs were against the north-tante bump by one of the Syracuse runners at the Millrose games in New York, Johnny Jewett was leading the field at the time of the accident but the result of the Beaver relay team came in third, close to both the Michigan State and Syracuse teams. This week follows the important B.A.A. competition at the Arena. This time the relay team will have an opportunity to stake against still competition in the form of Dartmouth and Princeton both teams.

And still the winter Olympics at Lake Placid occupy the all-important place in sport.

"LUCKIES are my standby"　Duffy Fielding

"LUCKIES are my standby. I buy them exclusively. I've tried practically all brands but LUCKY STRIKES are the only ones for me. And that new improved Cellophane wrapper that opens with a flip of the finger is a ten strike."

"It's toasted."

"Your Threat Protection - against irritation - against cough. And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps That."

TUNE ON LUCKY STRIKE-60 modern minutes with the world's finest dance orchestras and Walter Wibel's, whose productions of today becomes the world of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.

FOOTBALL HUDDLE

Ten Schuler, the only native German attending Brown, boldly states that the firstrime he attended a football game and saw the players fightin together he thought they were offering a prayer in battle.

Cafe de Paris

An eating place of particular excellence invite your patronage

LUNCHEON 50c. DINNER 50c. 121 Huntington Ave. Boston 15